Introduction

Information Operations are a suite of methods used to influence others through the dissemination of propaganda and disinformation [1]. Below, we see an example network of Twitter users who were subsequently suspended for propagation of political disinformation.
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Figure 1: Mutually following network of suspended users who spread disinformation and propaganda during 2019 Canadian Federal Election

Our work aims to develop tools to identify such anomalous behavior. An example of such early detection is in Figure 5.

Problem Statement

- Detect Information Operations on Twitter in an unsupervised and interpretable fashion based on joint representation learning of content and connection.
- Applying our method to 2019 Canadian Federal Election reveals a sub-block of suspicious and tightly connected users, as well as a suspicious account exhibiting behaviors related to Information Operations.

Methodology

We learn a join embedding of a concatenated adjacency and attribute matrix of Twitter users and visualize clusters based on these embeddings, thereby determining anomalies (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Anomaly detection pipeline

Results

We assess our method by computing F1 scores across injected anomaly blocks of increasing density.
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Figure 3: Our method is competitive with non-attributed anomaly detection methods as well as state-of-the-art GCN-based attributed methods.

To visualize our results, we analyze hashtag usage in particular clusters (clusters 1 and 9 given in Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Distribution over relative usage frequencies of popular hashtags within clusters Cluster 9 corresponds to recent political scandal.

![Identification of a misinformation agent.](image5)

Figure 5: Identification of a misinformation agent.
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